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Abstract

Congestion in the Internet results in wasted bandwidth
and also stands in the way of guaranteeing QoS. The effect
of congestion is multiplied many fold in Satellite networks,
where the resources are very expensive. Thus congestion
control has a special significance in the performance of
Satellite networks. In today’s Internet, congestion control
is implemented mostly using some of the de facto standard,
RED. We have proposed previously a new scheme called
the Multi-level Explicit Congestion Notification (MECN),
which works with the framework of ECN, but enhances the
performance using multiple level congestion feedback from
the network. But like RED, the tuning of MECN could be
a problem. Tuning of parameters is necessary for achiev-
ing high throughput with corresponding low delays. Also
it is desirable to keep the oscillations in the queue low to
reduce jitter, which is the major concern in real-time ap-
plications such as voice or video over IP. In this paper, we
use a linearized fluid flow model of TCP-MECN to study
the performance and stability of the Queue in the router.
We use classical control tools such as Delay Margin and
Tracking Error to provide guidelines for optimizing satel-
lite IP networks, which use MECN. We apply our results for
optimizing the performance of satellite networks. We use ns
simulator to validate the results of our analysis.

1. Introduction

The rapid globalization of the telecommunications in-
dustry and the exponential growth of the Internet are in-
creasing the demands for ubiquitous network access. Satel-
lite networks can be an integral part of the newly emerg-
ing global information infrastructures [2]. Satellite net-
works offer global coverage, broadcast capabilities, flex-

ibility in bandwidth allocation, support for mobility and
short time for implementing services, even in areas with
little infrastructure. All these qualities make satellite net-
works a good candidate for the future Internet infrastructure
for broadband access network, high-speed backbone and
combination of both of them. Therefore, in recent years,
significant investments have been made in the planning
and development of broadband satellite networks. How-
ever, to meet this challenges, satellite networks should
provide Qualify-of-Service (QoS). Congestion remains the
major obstacle to Quality of Service (QoS) on the Inter-
net. Congestion is a critical problem especially in satel-
lite networks, where TCP congestion control performance
is affected by intrinsic satellite link characteristics such
as latency, packet loss due to congestion and losses due
to transmission errors links [3]. Although a number of
schemes have been proposed for network congestion con-
trol in satellite networks, the search for new schemes con-
tinues [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Among
these schemes, the most used is RED [5], which is part of
Active Queue Management (AQM) class of algorithms.

RED and a slightly different algorithm Early Congestion
Notification (ECN) are much more powerful than the sim-
ple packet drop indication used by existing routers and is
more suitable for high distance-bandwidth networks. We
showed in [1], that a enhanced version of ECN, called the
Multi-level explicit congestion notification (MECN), per-
forms better than ECN. As pointed out in [19] one of RED’s
main weakness is that the average queue size varies with
the level of congestion and with parameter settings. As a
result the average queuing delay in RED is sensitive to the
traffic load and to parameters. Unfortunately, MECN also
suffers from the above mentioned drawbacks. The average
queuing delay is particularly very important for QoS appli-
cations. So setting the parameters of MECN is very im-
portant and also the range of variation of the parameters or
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the traffic load, for which the delay or the throughput per-
formance doesn’t vary significantly, is also important. As
the level of traffic in the network keeps changing dynami-
cally, it is important to find out the range of traffic for which
given parameter settings remain valid. We analyze here the
TCP-MECN behavior using control theory and provide es-
sential guidelines, suing Delay Margin and Tracking Error
minimization [20], for setting the parameters and also sug-
gest ways to find a a bound on traffic load and other MECN
parameters, so that the delay, throughput and jitter perfor-
mance doesn’t degrade appreciably. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an introduc-
tion of MECN protocol. In Section 3, we analyze stability
and performance TCP-MECN using the fluid-flow model.
In Section 4, we use simulations to give guidelines based
on the analysis in section 3. We also validate the results
obtained using control theory using ns simulator [21]. In
Section 5, we describe the network configuration used for
the simulations. In Section 7, we present the conclusions
of our research.
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2. Multi-level Explicit Congestion Notification
(MECN)

2.1. Marking bits at the router

The current proposal for ECN uses two bits in the IP
header (bits 6 and 7 in the TOS octet in Ipv4, or the Traffic
class octet in Ipv6) to indicate congestion. The first bit is
called ECT (ECN-Capable Transport) bit. This bit is set to
’1’ in the packet by the traffic source if the source and re-
ceiver are ECN capable. The second bit is called the CE
(congestion Experienced) bit. If the ECT bit is set in a
packet, the router can set the CE bit in order to indicate
congestion. The two bits specified for the purpose of ECN
can be used more efficiently to indicate congestion, since
using two bits we can indicate four different levels. If non
ECN-capable packets are identified by the bit combination
of ’00’ , we have three other combinations to indicate three
levels of congestion. In our scheme the bit combination ’01’
- indicates no congestion, ’10’ -indicates incipient conges-
tion and ’11’ - indicates moderate congestion. Packet drop
occurs only if there is severe congestion in the router and
when the buffer over flows. So with packet-drop we have
four different levels of congestion indication and appropri-
ate action could be taken by the source TCP depending on
the level of congestion. The four levels of congestion are
summarized in Table 1. The marking of CE, ECT bits is
done using a multilevel RED scheme. The RED scheme
has been modified to include another threshold called the
midth, in addition to the minth and maxth. If the size of
the average queue is in between minth and minth, there is
incipient congestion and the CE, ECT bits are marked as
10 with a maximum probability of P1max. If the average
queue is in between midth and maxth , there is moderate
congestion and the CE, ECT bits are marked as ’11’ with a
maximum probability P2max. If the average queue is above
the maxth all packets are dropped. The packet dropping
policy of RED is shown in Figure 1. The modified packet
marking/dropping policy of MECN is shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Router Response to Congestion:
Marking of CE and ECT bits and packet drop-
ping

CEbit ECTbit Congestion State

0 1 No Congestion
1 0 Incipeint Congestion
1 1 Moderate Congestion

Packet Drop Severe Congestion
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2.2. Feedback from Receiver to Sender

The receiver reflects the bit marking in the IP header, to
the TCP ACK. Since we have three levels of marking in-
stead of two-level marking in the traditional ECN, we make
use of three combination of the 2 bits 8, 9 (CWR, ECE) in
the reserved field of the TCP header, which are specified for
ECN. Right now the bit combination ’00’ indicates no con-
gestion and ’01’ indicates congestion. And in piggybacked
acknowledgements, ’10’ and ’11’ indicated noncongestion
and congestion, with the receiver source indicating that the
congestion window has been reduced. In our scheme, if the
source has to indicate that the congestion window has been
reduced, then the congestion information has to wait for the
next packet. In this case the congestion information is ig-
nored. But this will not cause any major problems to the
scheme because, if the congestion is persistent then a lot
of packets are going to get marked and the received source
will eventually get the congestion information. So in the
new scheme, ’00’ will indicate congestion window reduced,
’01’ will indicate no congestion, ’10’ will indicate mild con-
gestion and ’11’ will indicate heavy congestion. The packet
drop is recognized using traditional ways, by timeouts or
duplicate ACKs. The marking in the ACKs CWR, ECE bits
is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. End Host reflecting Congestion Infor-
mation: Marking of CWR and ECE bits

CWRbit ECEbit Congestion State

0 0 Congestion Window Reduced
0 1 No Congestion
1 0 Incipeint Congestion
1 1 Moderate Congestion

2.3. Response of TCP source

We believe that the marking of ECN should not be
treated in the same way as a packet drop, because ECN in-
dicates just the starting of congestion and not actual conges-
tion and the buffers still have space. And now with multi-
ple levels of congestion feedback, the TCP’s response needs
to be refined. We have implemented the following scheme:
When there is a packet-drop the cwnd is reduced multiplica-
tively by β3 = 50%. This done for two reasons: First, a
packet-drop means severe congestion and buffer overflow
and some severe actions need to be taken. Second, to main-
tain backward compatibility with routers which do not im-
plement ECN. For other levels of congestion, such a drastic
step as reducing the cwnd as half is not necessary and might
make the flow less vigorous. When there is no congestion,

the cwnd is allowed to grow additively as usual. When the
marking is ’10’ (incipient congestion), cwnd is decreased by
β1 %. When the marking is ’11’ (moderate congestion) the
cwnd is decreased multiplicatively not by a factor of 50%
(as for a packet drop), but by a factor β2% less than 50%
but more than 1. In Table 3 are shown the TCP source re-
sponses and the value of βs we have implemented. Another
method could be to decrease additively the window, when
the marking is ’10’ (incipient congestion), instead of main-
taining the window. This will be analyzed in future study.

Table 3. TCP Source response
Congestion State CWND Change

No Congestion Increase additively
Incipient Congestion Decreace by β1 = 20%
Moderate Congestion Decreace by β2 = 40%

Severe Congestion Decreace by β3 = 50%

If the average queue length is less than midth, then the
modified-TCP congestion windows corresponding to the
marks ’10’ keep increasing by 1 every round-trip time in
congestion avoidance mode, thus linearly increasing the
sending rates of these flows. Consequently, the average
queue length will keep increasing unless some marks ’11’
are received by the sources, which correspond to operating
in the region where the average queue length is larger than
midth. We can thus conclude that the steady-state average
queue length is larger than midth.

3. Stability And Performance Analysis Using
the Mathematical Model

In the following we do the linearization of the new sys-
tem. In effect, we derive the transfer functions when the
average queue length is between midth and maxth. In the
following we ignore the TCP slow start and time out mech-
anisms, thus providing a model and analysis during the con-
gestion avoidance mode only.

In our scheme the dynamics of the new TCP are derived
from [14]

Ẇ (t) =
1

R(t)
−

W (t)

β1

W (t − R(t))

R(t − R(t))
Prob1(t − R(t))

−
W (t)

β2

W (t − R(t))

R(t − R(t))
Prob2(t − R(t)) (1)

q̇(t) =

{
N(t)
R(t) W (t) − C if q(t) > 0

max
{

0, N(t)
R(t) W (t) − C

}
if q(t) = 0

(2)

where Prob1 is the probability of receiving a mark ’01’
and Prob2 is the probability of receiving a mark ’11’, thus
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Prob2 = p2 and Prob1 = p1(1 − p2). Using similar tech-
niques than the ones used in [14] a linear model of (1) and
(2) can be derived. We first assume that the number of TCP
flows and the outgoing link capacity are constant. The oper-
ating point (W0, q0, R0, p10

, p20
) defined by Ẇ (t) = 0 and

q̇(t) = 0 satisfies

W 2
0

(
p10

β1
(1 − p20

) +
p20

β2

)
= 1 (3)

p10
= (q0 − minth)LRED1

(4)

p20
= (q0 − midth)LRED2

(5)

(6)

W0 =
R0C

N
(7)

R0 =
q0

C
+ Tp (8)

with LRED1
= Pmax/(maxth − minth), LRED2

=
Pmax/(maxth − midth) as shown in Figure 2. Next the
time-varying nature of the round-trip time delay in the terms
“t − R(t)” is ignored and these terms are approximated by
“t − R0”. However the queue length still depends on the
round-trip time in the dynamic equation (2).

Let’s define

f(W,WR, q, qR, p1R
, p2R

) =
1

q
C

+ Tp

−
WWR

qR

C
+ Tp

(
p1R

β1
(1 − p2R

) +
p2R

β2

)
(9)

g(W, q) =
N

qR

C
+ Tp

W − C (10)

where WR(t) = W (t − R0), qR(t) = q(t − R0),
p1R

(t) = p1(t − R0) and p2R
(t) = p2(t − R0). By eval-

uating partials of f and g at the operating point and using
similar techniques to the ones used in [14], we obtain the
linearized transfer function as and neglecting some high-
frequency dynamics similarly to what was done in [14], the
linearized dynamics of TCP-MECN results in the open-loop
transfer function

G(s) =
1(

R2

0
C

2N
s + 1

)
(R0s + 1)

· KMECN ·
e−R0s

s
K

+ 1
(11)

with

KMECN =
R3

0C
3

2N2

[
1 − p20

β1
LRED1

+

(
1

β2
−

p10

β1

)
LRED2

]
.

(12)

where LRED1
= Pmax/(maxth − minth), LRED2

=
Pmax/(maxth − midth) as shown in Figure 2. p10

and p20

are solutions of (6) with

p10
=

Pmax

maxth − minth
(q0 − minth) (13)

p20
=

Pmax

maxth − midth
(q0 − midth). (14)

Similarly to [14] we assume that the low-pass filter pole
K is less than the corner frequencies of the new TCP, and
that it dominates the closed-loop system behavior. The
unity-gain crossover frequency ωg (i.e. |G(jωg)| = 1) thus
satisfies

ωg � min

{
2N

R2
0C

,
1

R0

}
. (15)

Then at low frequency we have

G0(s) ≈ e−R0s K0
s
K

+ 1
(16)

and

G(s) ≈ e−R0s KMECN
s
K

+ 1
. (17)

3.1. Stability analysis

The Delay Margin is also a parameter of interest here.
The Delay Margin is a measure of the stability of the sys-
tem (low oscillations). The Phase Margins of the systems
without delay are (see for example [20])

PM(ωg) ≈ π − tan−1
(ωg

K

)
(18)

where ωg is such that |G(jωg)| = 1, i.e. ωg0
=

K
√

K2
0 − 1 for the traditional TCP-ECN, and ωg =

K
√

K2
MECN − 1 for TCP-MECN. The Delay Margin

(DM ), which represents how much the round-trip time can
be increased without violating stability of the feedback sys-
tem (see for example [20]), is then:

DM(ωg) ≈
PM(ωg)

ωg

− R0 (19)

≈
π − tan−1

(ωg

K

)
ωg

− R0. (20)

If KMECN > K0 we have ωg > ωg0
, and since DM(ωg)

is a decreasing function of ωg we have a decrease in the
Delay Margin in using TCP-MECN. The reason for study-
ing stability in this regions is because queue oscillations
around here can lead to packets being dropped if the queue
crosses the maxth. But this is the price we pay for hav-
ing an improved performance at low frequency while still
using such simple feedback control mechanism. Increasing
KMECN further will mean more oscillations which will lead
to packet drops.

3.2. Tracking Error Analysis

The steady state Tracking Error is the amount of error
between the instantaneous queue and the steady state queue.
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The Tracking Error refers to how good the system tracks the
desired steady state queue and oscillations around it. In net-
works, the variation in the delays (jitter) is also an important
parameter. This is related to better tracking of the steady
state queue. For this purpose also we study the Tracking
Error in the system. Ideally we would like the Tracking Er-
ror to be small as the system then tracks the steady state
queue better. For a fixed propagation delay, it is desirable
to operate in a region where we have low Tracking Error
and high Delay Margin. Such a system will guarantee bet-
ter stability and performance from the point of throughput
and jitter.

For the above system the steady state Tracking Error ess

is defined by [20],

ess = lim s → 0s ∗ E(s) (21)

where E(s) is the error to a step input in the system given
by

E(s) =
1

1 + G(s)
∗

1

s
(22)

The steady state error is then given by

ess =
1

1 + G(0)
(23)

where G(0) = KMECN

4. Tuning Effects and Guidelines for Parame-
ter Setting
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Figure 3. Tracking Error And Delay Margin for
unstable GEO Satellite Network

We analyze the performance of GEO satellite networks
with the following parameters. One-way latency, Tp =
250ms, maxth= 60 packets, minth= 20 packets, C= 250
packets/second, Pmax= 0.1, N = 5, α = 0.002. The network
configuration is shown in Figure 9.

For the above case, we plot the Tracking Error and the
Delay Margin as a function of the propagation time Tp in
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Figure 4. Tracking Error And Delay Margin for
stable GEO Satellite Network
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Figure 5. Queue for an unstable GEO Satellite
Network
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Figure 7. Jitter vs. Tracking Error for a GEO
Satellite Network
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Figure 3. It can be seen that the system has a negative De-
lay Margin, which means that the system is unstable. Since
we want to operate in regions where the queuing delay will
be less, we are concerned about the oscillations in the queue
as if they go to zero, there will be reduction is throughput,
since whenever the queue goes to zero the link is under uti-
lized. The ns simulation result for this case is shown in
Figure 5. The ns simulation configuration details are given
in Section 5. From Figure 5, we can see the high oscilla-
tions in the queue. Since the queue goes to zero often, there
is less throughput of the system.

We now try to improve the performance of the above sys-
tem. We want the system to have a positive Delay Margin.
We thus need to decrease the gain, KMECN of the system
from equation 3. We do this by increasing the N to 30. The
Delay Margin in this case is positive (approximately 1.0),
as show in Figure 4 and the system is expected to oscillate
much less. This reduction is oscillation makes the queue to
go to zero less often (actually never), and gives an increase
in throughput, in low delay regions. The ns results for this
case is shown in Figure 8.

For the given load level N, we obtain a maximum al-
lowable Pmax that guarantees a positive Delay Margin for
system parameters maxth= 4 packets, minth= 1 packets,
C= 250 packets/second, N = 30, α = 0.002. The maximum
value of Pmax calculated from equation 20 that gives a pos-
itive Delay Margin is 0.3. Thus the system is stable for any
Pmax less than 0.3. Having this result we now proceed to
tune the system for better performance. Our main goals are
stability with minimum Tracking Error. We now test our
system by changing KMECN , such that the system remains
in stable region. A high KMECN system means a system
with reduced Tracking Error from equation 3.2. Such a
system will give better throughput performance and lower
jitter. In Figure 7 is shown the dependance of jitter from
Tracking Error.

S1
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S2

 .
 .  .

 .

D1

D2

Dn

R1 R2

10 Mbps
     2 ms

10 Mbps
  4 ms

Tp/2 Tp/2

Figure 9. Satellite Network Configuration

5. NS Simulation Configuration

For all our simulations we used the following con-
figuration, shown in Figure 9. A number of sources
S1, S2, . . . , Sn are connected to a router R1 through
10Mbps, wms delay links. Router R1 is connected to the
Satellite Router through a 2Mbps, Tp ms delay link. The
Satellite Router is connected to R2 through a 2Mbps, Tp

ms delay link and a number of destinations D1, D1, . . . , Dn

are connected to the router R2 via 10Mbps, 4ms delay links.
The link speeds are chosen so that the congestion will hap-
pen only between routers R1 and the Satellite Router, where
our scheme is tested.

This configuration can simulate the case of different type
of satellites by varying the delay Tp. A delay of 250ms
is used for Tp GEO satellites. An FTP application runs
on each source. Reno TCP is used as the transport agent.
The packet size is 1000 bytes and the acknowledgement size
is 40 bytes. The number of sources is varied to alter the
congestion level. The weight used for queue averaging α =
0.002.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we studied the performance of a Multi-
Level Explicit Congestion Notification scheme. Two bits
are now used to indicate four levels of congestion. The
marking algorithm of RED and the TCP source reaction to it
are changed. We have explained the performance improve-
ments of MECN over ECN using classical control theory
tools and these results have been validated by ns simula-
tions. For low thresholds, we get a much higher throughput
from the router with lesser delays using MECN compared
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to ECN. For higher thresholds, the improvement is seen in
the reduction in the jitter experienced by the flows.

The Multi-level marking architecture and be extended
to several other schemes, which now use just single level
marking (like several variants of RED). We are currently
studying the effects of Multi-level marking on several other
RED based marking schemes and load based schemes.
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